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Abstract
This paper introduces a first HTR/OCR open access gold corpus for spanish late medieval sources, based
on the allographetic transcription of more than 300 pages of several manuscripts of the Regimiento de los
Prínçipes, as well as a first set of general transcription and regions/lines segmentation models trained with
Kraken. These models are evaluated with in-domain and out-of-domain data.
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I BACKGROUND AND STATE OF THE ART

1.1 Datasets of Spanish medieval and early modern sources
If Handwitten Text Recognition and Optical Text Recognition (from now on HTR and OCR)
technology is now mature1 and can be fully integrated into publishing and philology projects, little
work has been done on automatic transcription for medieval and pre-modern Castilian context.
Back in 2010, a corpus has been produced for the 16th century, from a manuscript of 1545, the
RODRIGO corpus (Serrano et al. [2010]), but there is no open access and documented datasets
for earlier periods2. Moreover, this initial work is more on the machine learning side than on
the philological side and does not yet aim to produce models that can be used in the context of
publishing projects or studies of written sources. Thus, this RODRIGO corpus is used in several
works presenting architectures for processing handwritten text3. It is the machine learning process
and architecture that is at the centre of the researchers’ interest here, and not the production and
publication of a corpus for philological purposes4.
In 2022, the journal Historias Fingidas published a special issue5 including four articles dealing with

1Ocr4all, Transkribus, eScriptorium or Calfa are some examples of automatic platforms that are commonly used
in philology: see Reul et al. [2019], Kahle et al. [2017], Kiessling et al. [2019] and Kindt and Vidal-Gorène [2022].

2According to the latest datasets survey: see Nikolaidou et al. [2022].
3See for instance Romero et al. [2011], Granell et al. [2018], Martínez-Hinarejos et al. [2018], Xamena et al.

[2021].
4We can also mention the GERMANA corpus, which contains 2⒈000 lines of a handwritten text produced at the

end of the 19th century. This dataset has been created with the same idea of allowing the comparison of architecture
and tools of analysis and extraction of the handwritten text. See Pérez et al. [2009].

5Bazzaco [2022].
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text recognition in a Spanish context (Bazzaco et al. [2022], Blasut [2022], Aranda García [2022],
Ayuso García [2022]). The material described in these articles consists of printed sources from the
16th century. Unfortunately, at the time of writing, the data described in these articles is either
not accessible, or not freely accessible and adaptable6.
In conclusion, concerning handwritten sources, there is a lack of open data for the castilian Middle
Ages and Early Modern period. In this article I describe the HTR/OCR dataset I have produced
using the eScriptorium application (Kiessling et al. [2019]), which consists of ten manuscripts
and a 15th century incunabulum, as well as models created with kraken (Kiessling [2019]) along
with their performance. The models are tested with in-domain and out-of-domain data which is
described and documented. This work is intended to be part of the creation of meta-corpora such
as HTR-United (Chagué et al. [2021]), and the dataset will be aggregated into it.

1.2 Description of the text
The training corpus is taken from the Regimiento de los príncipes, also known – erroneously, because
it does contain parts of the original translation – as the Glosa castellana al “Regimiento de prínçipes”,
scholarly edited in 1947 by Juan Beneyto Pérez(Beneyto Pérez [2005]). It is a text of political
literature, a translation of the De Regimine Principum of Giles of Rome (1247-1316), which played
an important role in the diffusion of medieval Aristotelianism in Castile and in the tripartition
of the practical philosophy into moral, economic and political branches. (Bizzarri [2000]). The
transcribed corpus is essentially taken from the last book (political and military matters), and from
the first book (moral matters).

II THE DATASET
This section describes the in-domain dataset only; for the out-of-domain dataset, see below (sec-
tion ⒋⒈1, page 9 and table 7 page 16).

2.1 Quality of the reproductions
The digital reproductions are generally of good quality7 and in high definition and the documents
are clearly legible. However, one manuscript (manuscript L, figure 1) is a bit more problematic.
Some folios are damaged, the image is sometimes a bit blurred; during the digitization process,
the page was not correctly lit, so a portion of the image is darkened because of a shadow. This
happens on large parts of each page (more than half of them, about 30 images). The manuscript J
also shows imperfections caused by ink-bleeding.

2.2 Description of the corpus
All manuscripts are known to have been produced in the 15th century. The incunabula was printed
in 149⒋ The corpus is a good basis for the production of a general corpus for the late medieval
period (14th-15th or even 13th-15th centuries), given its extension and the diversity of hands rep-
resented. Even though the train corpus focuses on a restricted area, the resulting models produce
good predictions, as I will show below. It is a good start for general models that can handle a
large diversity of hands and scripta8. However, it has some limitations, since it is thematically and
chronologically biased, because it is produced from a single work.

6Because of the no-derivative clause of the licence (CC BY-NC-ND ⒋0) in the case of Bazzaco et al. [2022].
7The images are in jpeg or png. Their resolution is variable: the DPI goes from 72 to 650. Mean DPI: 284;

median DPI: 18⒋
8See Hodel et al. [2021], which shows the efficency of general HTR models.
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Figure 1: Manuscripts L, fol. 387v, and manuscript J, fol. 388r. Universidad de Salamanca (Spain), Bib-
lioteca General Histórica.

2.2.1 Hands, types and location
Table 1 shows the distribution of the corpus. This corpus is composed of an incunabula, three
main manuscripts (A, L and S), and seven secondary manuscripts. I have identified fourteen dif-
ferent hands in the handwritten corpus, some more important in volume than others (A1, L1 S3,
S4). A large number of elements in the corpus are more poorly represented but allow for a first
generalisation of the model to a large number of distinct hands. According to Derolez classification
(Derolez [2003]), the hands of manuscripts A, L, S and U correspond to professional gothic textu-
alis scripts. B, G, J and M can be described as gothic hybrida scripts: they have loopless ascenders,
their straight ſ and f go under the line. Manuscript Q, represented by two folios (244 lines of very
tight handwriting), is a cursive gothic9. R shows some cursive features too. In this manuscript,
some d have loops, and the f and ſ go under the line. Figure 11, in the appendix, shows some
transcribed lines. The types used for the production of the incunabula by Meinardo Ungut and
Estanislao Polono are classified as 97G (Martín Abad and Moyano Andrés [2002]). This set of
types is used between 1494 and 1500 in a large number of editions10.

9This hand is added to reinforce the robustness of the model, and the dataset will be extended with more cursive
scripta in a future version.

10For other incunabula produced at this time, see [Martín Abad and Moyano Andrés, 2002, 112-121].
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Hand11 Location Folios Number of pages Number of lines
A1 II, 2, 36 – III, 3, 23 fols. 236v-273v 75 6771
A2 Definiçión de nobleza12 fols. 274r-275r 3 227
B1 III, 2, 36* – III, 3, 2* fols. 302r-304r 5 415
G1 III, 2, 36* – III, 3, 1* fols. 407r-409v 6 408
J1 III, 2, 36* – III, 3, 1 fols. 386v-389r 6 404
L1 III, 2, 27* – III, 2, 35* fols. 365r-376r 24 1778

III, 3, 1* – III, 3, 8* fols. 377r-391r 30 2179
M1 II, 2, 3* fol. 228r 1 32
Q1 III, 3, 1 – III, 3, 2* fols. 141v-142r 2 244
R1 III, 2, 36* – III, 3, 2* fols. 245v-247r 4 316
S1 I, 1, 1 – I, 1, 2* fols. 1r-2v 4 378
S2 I, 1, 2* – I, 1, 5* fols. 3r-6r 7 654
S3 I, 1, 5* – I, 2, 11* fols. 6v-27r 42 3923
S4 III, 3, 1 – III, 3, 23 fols. 176r-197r 44 4031
U1 III, 2, 36* – III, 3, 2* fols. 171v-172v 3 277
Total (manucripts) 256 22,037
Z III, 3, 1* – III, 3, 23 fols. 220r-249v 62 5556
Total (manucripts + incunabula) 318 27,593

Table 1: Corpus distribution by hand or identified scripta. The title appears if it is not the Regimiento de los
prínçipes. Otherwise the book, part and chapter are indicated. An asterisk means the chapter is incomplete.
All pages are fully transcribed.

2.2.2 Words and forms count
It is not easy to count the vocabulary of a non-standardised corpus: hyphenation is never indicated,
except in the incunabulum, not in a systematic way. If we ignore the hyphenations and count
the forms starting and ending a line as full words, the corpus contains 181,240 words, and 28,309
unique forms13.

2.2.3 Zones and lines annotation principles
The model is adapted to one column or two column texts without glosses (or with occasional
marginal glosses). There is no heavily glossed manuscript in the corpus. The zoning is consistent
with the Segmonto shared vocabulary (Gabay et al. [2021]). Each document was validated with
HTRVX (Clérice and Pinche [2021b]). Five classes are used for zoning and two for lines labelling
(see table 2). When dealing with drop capitals, I did not distinguish between realized capitals and
spaces left blank (figure 2). The distinction will be made in a future version of the dataset.
Regarding the lines’ typology, the class HeadingLine:rubric aims to represent any heading line

11I reuse the acronyms used in Díez Garretas et al. [2003]: A, mss 289, Fundación Lázaro Galdiano, Madrid;
B: ms. 2⒍I.5, Instituto Valencia de don Juan, Madrid; G: ms. II/215, Biblioteca Real, Madrid; J: mss. 2097,
Biblioteca Universitaria, Salamanca; L: ms. 2709, Biblioteca Universitaria, Salamanca; M: ms. h.I.8, Biblioteca del
Escurial, San Lorenzo de el Escorial; Q: ms. K.I.5, Biblioteca del Escurial, San Lorenzo de el Escorial; R: ms.
332/131, Biblioteca Universitaria, Sevilla; S: ms. 251, Biblioteca de Santa Cruz, Valladolid; U: ms. 482/2, Rosenbach
Foundation, Philadelphia. The incunabulum Z corresponds to the exemplar INC/901 of the Biblioteca Nacional de
España.

12Díez Garretas and Dietrick [2007].

13This metric is accurate for this particular transcription task, because the recognizer works line-per-line.
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Figure 2: Left: a drop capital, S, fol. 3v; right: a space left blank for a drop capital, R, fol. 247r. Both are
annotated as DropCapitalZone.

with or without change of ink. In my annotation, I consider the line as a semantic element and not
a physical one, when and only when a physical element marks a difference (changes in ink colour,
font or character size). For example, when a rubric starts in the middle of the line, I create two
different lines (figure 3, p. p. 5). The line-fillers are ignored, and reading order is not corrected.

Figure 3: Two “semantic” lines segmented on the same physical line. The first line is typed as DefaultLine,
and the second one as HeadingLine:rubric. Ms A, fol. 243r.

Zone type Quantity
MainZone 671
RunningTitleZone 203
NumberingZone 148
DropCapitalZone 131
MarginTextZone 119
QuireMarksZone 29
Total 1301

Line type Quantity
DefaultLine 26,775
HeadingLine:rubric 818
Total 27,593

Table 2: Zones and line quantification.

2.3 What is annotated and what is not
Marginal glosses are included in MarginTextZone’s and fully transcribed, except for one large
marginal gloss on manuscript A (folio 240r), which deviates too much from the layout of the
rest of the corpus and would not be useful for training the baselines and transcription models14.
Interlinear glosses and additions outside the baseline are ignored. Strikethrough text is transcribed
as if it was normal text, if it is legible. Otherwise, it is ignored15.

14This marginal gloss has been included in a MarginZoneText only.
15It will be added between double square brackets “⟦…⟧” in a future version of the dataset as recommended in

Pinche [2022a].
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III TRANSCRIPTION NORMS
Peter Robinson and Elisabeth Solopova’s manual shows that the choice of the level of granularity in
the transcription is very problematic and cannot be answered definitively16. The choice of keeping
some allographs only (see below) may be debatable, but it is a first step in the production of
allographetic recognition models, and the corpus can be modified and refined later. The detailed
description of the encoding method should make it possible to identify the problematic elements
and to correct them if necessary. I consider that the important thing is to properly document the
classification choices.
An allographic transcription could help to detect collective scribal profiles, to identify groups of
copists who share the same usus scribendi, and could even help dating the manuscripts (Camps
[2016]). HTR methods are helpful for this kind of transcriptions that would require a lot of time
if they were to be realized by hand. In particular, it makes possible to highlight the positional
value of some allographs (the “r” and the “s” in particular17), information that is lost in case of an
overly standardized transcription. Moreover, recent HTR engines allow to extract a large volume
of palaeographic data, such as allographs (or grapheme, depending on the chosen transcription
standards). This is of great support for scripta description18. For instance, all the graphemes’
plates (figures 4 to 8) have been produced automatically with a script of my own that uses kraken
predictions and the eScriptorium API19.

Figure 4: Realizations of “s” (left) and “z” (right) in manuscript A.

3.1 Allographs
Listed below are the rules I followed to transcribe the corpus. Ligatures are not taken into account.
Capital letters. I make a distinction between capitals and small letters.
d allographs:. Straight “d” and insular “ꝺ” were distinguished.

16Robinson and Solopova [1993].
17See Pinche et al. [2022], though the authors normalize the allographs.
18We can cite the DigiPal project for example: Stokes [2011].
19https://github.com/matgille/escriptorium_graphemes_retrieval. As the script uses kraken ⒋⒛0 to identify the

coordinates of the graphemes, it is dependant on the accuracy of the model, and can identify wrong graphemes: it
needs good models to produce accurate results.
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Figure 5: Realizations of long and short legged “r” in various manuscripts.

Figure 6: Realizations of “b” (left) and “v” (right) in different manuscripts.

i allographs:. I make a distinction between i and j used for the short i “i” and the descending
i “j”. The ascending and descending J’s have been noted as “J” and were distinguished from the
descending “j”s.
n allographs:. N with descending legs “ŋ” (rare) and common “n” were distinguished.
r allographs:. Descending legged “ɼ”, straight “r”, and round “ꝛ” were distinguished.
s allographs:. “ſ” and the round “s” were distinguished.
t allographs:. Straight “t” and insular “ꞇ” were distinguished.
y allographs:. Dotted “ẏ” and non dotted y were distinguished. The vast majority of y are dotted.
z allographs:. A round and an elongated form of the “z” were distinguished: “z” shown in figure
420, and “ʒ”.

3.2 Abbreviations
When it is posible, the subscribed dot – used essentially in manuscript A – (figure 7), and the tilde,
which appears only in the printed edition, were distinguished. As for other abbreviations, the main
ones are: the trema, the grave accent (which will be expanded as “ri” or “i”) or the hook (figure

20This realization of the letter in this corpus seems specific to the Spanish context is described in [Millares Carlo,
1983, 212]; it is the most common in the corpus.
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8), and some superscript letters (i, e, s). Regarding the place of the abbreviation sign, as much as
possible, it is transcribed where it appears in the image.

Figure 7: Some superscript macrons (left) and dots (right) in manuscripts A and B.

Figure 8: Realizations of grave accent (left) and hook (right) in manuscript S.

3.3 Punctuation
I distinguished between the comma “,”, the solidus “/”, the full stop “.”, the middot “·”, the colon
(used extensively by the incunabulum) “:”, the vertical line “|” which is used in manuscript G as a
semantic and syntactic pause and as an indication of direct speech.

3.4 Public/private domain character uses
Almost the entire corpus has been transcribed using the public domain of unicode, except for a
few characters: the ser “ẜ”, that only appears in the manuscript Q, about a dozen times. The same
applies to a few specific punctuation marks, in the out-of-domain corpus in particular (punctus
elevatus “”, for example).
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3.5 Spaces
There is only one class of spaces in the dataset. Word segmentation is not normalized, meaning
that when a modern space is missing in the source, it is not added in the transcription. This task
has clear hermeneutical limitations: the description of segmentation is sometimes difficult (see
figure 9). The normalization of the segmentation could be performed by the transcription engine,
but provided that (as for now) the current HTR tools – at least, Kraken – work line by line, it is
not possible to perform accurate hyphenation using one of them21.

Figure 9: A case of ambiguous word segmentation. “laſegunꝺa” or “la ſegunꝺa”?

3.6 Data uniformity
The file table.csv was produced by Choco-Mufin22, and helped uniformizing the transcription
and the encoding by making sure no similar characters were used to transcribe a grapheme. It lists
all the characters in the dataset.

IV MODELS AND RESULTS
The results and models described are produced with NFD (which splits the diacritic and the main
form) and NFC (which combines the diacritic with the main form) normalizations. A seed value
of 1234 has been chosen for splitting, training and testing phases. The other hyperparameters
are taken from Ariane Pinche’s work23; data augmentation; batch size: 16; lag: 20; learning rate:
0.0001; architecture (using the VGSL norm): ‘[1,120,0,1 Cr3,13,32 Do0.1,2 Mp2,2 Cr3,13,32
Do0.1,2 Mp2,2 Cr3,9,64 Do0.1,2 Mp2,2 Cr3,9,64 Do0.1,2 S1(1x0)1,3 Lbx200 Do0.1,2 Lbx200
Do.1,2 Lbx200 Do]’.
4.1 In-domain and out-of-domain tests sets
The training dataset is about 80% of the global dataset described above. Three datasets are used
to test the models during and after the training:

• the dev set, which corresponds to 10% of the global dataset and is used by kraken for best
model selection,

• the in-domain test set, which corresponds to 10% of the global dataset, and is used for
testing the best model;

• an out-of-domain test set, with more thant 30 pages (about the same size than the preceding
dataset) taken from other castilian manuscript sources, used to test the accuracy of the best
model with unseen data.

4.1.1 Out-of-domain
The out-of-domain contains 34 pages, that is, around 1500 lines. The texts proposed are of varying
genres: political literature, historiography, legal literature, but also didactic and narrative poetry.

21The detection of hyphenated words at the end of the line, which is in fact a tokenisation task (if we merge the lines
two by two), must be performed by an ad-hoc tool. See for example Gille Levenson [2021], a program largely based
on the work of (Clérice [2020]) from the point of view of the problem to be solved and of the network architecture.
It also offers the possibility of detecting the hyphenations.

22Clérice and Pinche [2021a].
23See Pinche [2022b].
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The corpus is precisely described in table 7. The pages are taken from the 13th, 14th and 15th
centuries manuscripts, with a predominance of the 15th century. Some scripts are quite different
from the ones of the in-domain dataset : the Liber Regum, for example, which can be described as
a cursiva libraria/formata24 (see figure 10).

Figure 10: Liber regum, Mss BG 2011, fol. 6v.

4.2 Zones and lines recognition
Results are shown in table 3 and table 4. The regions model is acceptable, but the baseline model
seems to be less performant than the default model (blla.mlmodel). It is possible that the test
and out-of-domain dataset are too small to produce reliable results, especially for less frequent
zones.

4.3 Transcription

The global in-domain accuracy is 9⒍30% (see table 5). The models are usable to pre-annotate
documents, in order to produce new data faster. As for scholarly editing, they probably need some
prior finetuning to be perfectly adapted to a particular hand. Moreover, but they should be usable,
for distant reading: the current accuracy is good enough to produce good results in stylometry,

24[Derolez, 2003, pl. 81].
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In-domain Out-of-domain
Category Class Pixel Acc. IOU Objects Pixel Acc. IOU Objects
regions MainZone 0.976 0.952 71 0.961 0.903 53
regions NumberingZone 0.998 0.102 17 0.999 0.000 13
regions RunningTitleZone 0.997 0.681 21 0.999 0.266 6
regions QuireMarksZone ⒈000 0.000 4 ⒈000 0.000 1
regions DropCapitalZone 0.999 0.620 18 0.993 0.257 24
regions MarginTextZone 0.998 0.158 9 0.991 0.100 11

Mean Accuracy 0.996 0.993
Mean IOU 0.564 0.441

Frequency-weighted IOU ⒋512 ⒊527
Class-independent Region IOU 0.943 0.895

Table 3: Zones recognition results.

In-domain Out-of-domain
Category Class Pixel Acc. IOU Objects Pixel Acc. IOU Objects
baselines DefaultLine 0.940 0.632 2768 0.904 0.296 1099
baselines HeadingLine:rubric 0.998 0.500 81 0.999 0.303 32

Mean Accuracy 0.980 0.972
Mean IOU 0.486 0.248

Frequency-weighted IOU ⒈942 0.991
Class-independent Region IOU 0.631 0.298

Table 4: Lines recognition results.

Allographetic data
Unicode Norm. Model In-domain Out-of-domain

NFC allogr-nfc.mlmodel 96,30% 93,15%
NFD allogr-nfd.mlmodel 96,14% 92,94%

Table 5: Global results with in and out-of-domain test sets.

for instance (Eder [2013]). It is a first basis for refining a model with little data using transfer
learning25, and more particularly by finetuning the model (see below, p. 12).

4.3.1 Unicode normalization
Table 5 (p. 11) and 6 (p. 12) show that unicode normalization has an influence on the final results26,
and that it should be taken into account when producing datasets, to speed up data production. I
recommend testing each model on a few pages (4-5) first, and then deciding which normalization
works best with the target corpus. Regarding the difference in results between NFD and NFC
normalizations, my hypothesis was that there could be a link between the normalization, global
results and the number of abbreviations in the corpus, as unicode normalization has an impact in
terms of number of output classes27. However I did not find a statistical link between the difference
in results and the number of abbreviations (retrieved with the number of combining characters for

25Yosinski et al. [2014].
26It is important to note that the same unicode normalization has been used for training and evaluating the models.
27See Vidal-Gorène [2023].
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Text Nb. of lines Columns NFC NFD
Partidas 117 2 9⒈65 90.52
Fuero 138 2 8⒐88 8⒏29
Zifar 75 2 90.87 8⒐98

Ordenamiento 68 2 9⒈54 9⒈77
Regum 65 1 8⒌52 8⒌1
Mugeres 58 1 9⒊94 9⒋21
Privilegio 28 1 9⒋56 9⒋18
Calila1 32 1 9⒍14 9⒌88
Sem 68 1 9⒉86 9⒉99

Tesoretto 25 1 8⒐96 9⒉22
Confesional 70 1 9⒊96 9⒋01
Calila2 28 1 9⒌4 9⒌33
Cronica 165 2 9⒍02 9⒍35
Flores 48 1 9⒋12 9⒋19

Geografia 57 1 9⒈07 9⒈45
Mocedades 177 2 9⒊98 9⒋22
Monteria 34 1 9⒊94 9⒊52
Morales 73 2 9⒊59 9⒊12
Soliloquio 70 1 9⒌17 9⒋44

Vita 48 1 9⒍47 9⒎26
Average 9⒊03 9⒉96

Table 6: Detailed results with out-of-domain test set, ordered by production date (increasing order).

each text). A more systematic study should be conducted on the matter.

4.3.2 Finetuning
A table with finetuned results is attached in appendix (table 8, p. 17). As can be seen, the general
model is a good base that can be easily finetuned to produce models fitted to a particular script,
within the limits of the original model (which is unsurprisingly less accurate on cursive scripts).
The individual results are not as solid as the global statistics and should be taken really carefully, as
some of the finetuned models seem to have overfitted the data, however they can give an idea of the
ability of the general model to be finetuned and to adapt to new scripts with quite a small amount
of data (see in particular the 14th century examples: Partidas, Fuero real, Zifar, Ordenamiento, and
the Liber Regum).

V CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORKS
This dataset constitutes a first step towards a generalist model of transcription of castilian manuscripts.
It lacks source diversity but the model already performs well on out-of-domain, and finetuning al-
lows it to be strengthened at little cost. The production of a graphematic corpus from the corpus
described in this paper is underway and will be available on zenodo. It is planned to extend the
generic and temporal diversity of the dataset.
Kraken is really helpfull for the production of results, which are easily publishable and comparable28.

28The version used to perform the trainings and the tests is ⒋⒉0: link.
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To my view, this is missing in eScriptorium29, which allows the user to perform trainings, but is
limited in terms of hyperparameters tuning and of results production. However, it should be noted
that this lack of parameterisation is the result of a conscious choice on the part of the development
team. eScriptorium is a very efficient data production platform, but I would recommend to use
kraken directly to train the models.

VI DATASETS, MODELS, SCRIPTS
The annotations are freely available in XML (ALTO) format under the CC-BY-SA-NC license.
The dataset and the scripts used to produce and test the models30 are available on a zenodo repos-
itory31, with the permission of the libraries holding the original documents. The final NFC and
NFD models are published alongside the data. Each pair of finetuned models is available too, but
their performance on unseen data is not guaranteed. The results of the tests have been saved in the
logs directory.
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Short title Title Author Date Library & Signature Loc. Pages Lines link
Partidas Siete Partidas Alfonso X de Castilla 1300-1310 Escurial RBME Z-I-12 fol. 15v 1 117 link
Fuero Fuero Real ø 1325 Salamanca BG 2673 fols. 34r-35v 2 138 link
Zifar Libro del Caballero Zifar ø 14th cent. BnF, Espagnol 36 fol. 154v 1 75 link

Ordenamiento Ordenamiento de Alcalá ø 14th cent. Escurial RBME Z-III-9 fol. 2r and fol 12r 2 68 link
Regum Liber Regum ø 1401-1450 Salamanca BG 2011 fols. 6v-7r 2 56 link
Mugeres Libro de las clara y vir-

tuosas mugeres
Álvaro de Luna 1446 Salamanca BG 2654 fols. 88r-89v 2 58 link

Privilegio Carta de privilegios otor-
gados a la ciudad de
Sevilla

ø 1447 Bodleian Library MS.
Span. d. 2/1

fol. 2r 1 28 link

Calila1 Calila e Dimna ø 1467 Escurial RBME X-III-4 fol. 7r 1 32 link
Sem Versos al rey D. Pedro

del rabí don Sem Tob
Sem Tob de Carrión 1460-1480 Escurial RMBE b-IV-21 fols. 77v-79r 4 68 link

Tesoretto Tesoreto Brunetto Latini 1467 Bodleian Library MS.
Span. d. 1

fol. 49r 1 25 link

Confesional Confesional Alfonso de Madrigal 1472 BNE MSS/4183 fol. 3v-4r 2 70 link
Calila2 Calila e Dimna ø 15th cent. Escurial RBME h-III-9 fol. 5r 1 28 link
Crónica Cronica de España Alfonso X de Castilla 15th cent. BnF. Espagnol 12 fol. 111v and 142v 2 165 link
Flores Flores de las leyes ø 15th cent. RMBE b-IV-15 fols. 6v-7r 2 48 link

Geografía Tratado de geografía ø 15th cent. Salamanca BG 2086 fols. 18v-19r 2 57 link
Mocedades Mocedades de Rodrigo ø 15th cent. BnF, Espagnol 12 fol. 196r and 198r 2 177 link
Montería Libro de la montería de

Alfonso XI
ø 15th cent. BnF, Espagnol 218 fol. 7v 1 34 link

Morales Morales de sant Grego-
rio

ø 15th cent. Escurial RBME b-II-11 fol. 11r 1 73 link

Soliloquio Soliloquio de San
Agustín

ø 15th cent. Escurial RMBE a-II-17 fols. 90v-91r 2 60 link

Vita De vita beata Séneca (Alonso de
Cartagena)

15th cent. Escurial RBME T-III-5 fol. 2v-3r 2 48 link

Total 34 1425
Table 7: Out-of-domain test set, ordered by production date.
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Global model Finetuned models ∆ Finetuning
Text Nb. of lines Columns NFC NFD NFC NFD ∆ NFC ∆ NFD

Partidas 117 2 9⒈65 90.52 9⒌06 9⒐2 ⒊41 ⒏68
Fuero 138 2 8⒐88 8⒏29 9⒋46 9⒍9 ⒋58 ⒏61
Zifar 75 2 90.87 8⒐98 9⒍82 9⒍85 ⒌95 ⒍87

Ordenamiento 68 2 9⒈54 9⒈77 9⒊79 9⒍81 ⒉25 ⒌04
Regum 65 1 8⒌52 8⒌1 9⒊32 90.99 ⒎8 ⒌89
Mugeres 58 1 9⒊94 9⒋21 9⒍84 9⒍62 ⒉9 ⒉41
Privilegio 28 1 9⒋56 9⒋18 9⒏48 9⒐09 ⒊92 ⒋91
Calila1 32 1 9⒍14 9⒌88 9⒍72 9⒍82 0.58 0.94
Sem 68 1 9⒉86 9⒉99 9⒋03 9⒍57 ⒈17 ⒊58

Tesoretto 25 1 8⒐96 9⒉22 9⒌23 9⒌52 ⒌27 ⒊3
Confesional 70 1 9⒊96 9⒋01 9⒏78 9⒐12 ⒋82 ⒌11
Calila2 28 1 9⒌4 9⒌33 9⒍3 9⒎16 0.9 ⒈83
Cronica 165 2 9⒍02 9⒍35 9⒐2 9⒎36 ⒊18 ⒈01
Flores 48 1 9⒋12 9⒋19 9⒎32 9⒌61 ⒊2 ⒈42

Geografia 57 1 9⒈07 9⒈45 9⒍41 9⒍62 ⒌34 ⒌17
Mocedades 177 2 9⒊98 9⒋22 9⒏65 9⒏82 ⒋67 ⒋6
Monteria 34 1 9⒊94 9⒊52 9⒋53 9⒋62 0.59 ⒈1
Morales 73 2 9⒊59 9⒊12 9⒋84 9⒌14 ⒈25 ⒉02
Soliloquio 70 1 9⒌17 9⒋44 9⒏02 9⒐11 ⒉85 ⒋67

Vita 48 1 9⒍47 9⒎26 9⒐01 9⒎75 ⒉54 0.49
Average 9⒊03 9⒉95 9⒍39 9⒍83 ⒊36 ⒊88

Table 8: Finetuned models with a small amount of data, tested on the train set only, ordered by production
date (increasing).
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